In the years following the end of the Second World War, the British Empire declined as a global, hegemonic power. In the years of this decline, British children were still taught stirring tales and myths of British military might and British fair-play. In this paper, I argue that this mythic milieu served as source of inspiration for Iron Maiden's songs from Iron Maiden (1980) to Somewhere in Time (1986). I show that themes on these albums deliberately reflect and construct this mythic version of Imperial British masculinity. I then explore how the band has continued to play with Britishness globally. I argue that Iron Maiden's members and creators have constructed their creative art around imagined white, British imperial identities. They have been raised in the ways of the mythic milieu, and serve its hegemonic interest, whether they are conscious of that fact or not.
Introduction 1
1 A shorter version of this paper was published in the conference proceedings of Modern Heavy Metal, Helsinki, June 2015 (Karjalainen and Kärki, 2015) . 2 The other member of Monty Python was the American Terry Gilliam, but he only contributed ideas and material for animations, before becoming a director. success was dependent on the biological nature of the British as an Aryan, white or northern European race (Daynes and Lee 2008) .
In the mythic milieu of the British Empire, British boys were taught how to be proper servants of the Imperial project, and to be proper men, through the use of sports and the retelling of history and politics (Cannadine 2002; Dawson 2013; Mangan 1981) . In the country's public schools, including the one in which Bruce Dickinson received his education, middle and upper-class elite boys were taught the values of Muscular Christianity alongside the virtues of being officers, subalterns and imperial officials. The rise of the popular media followed the growth in state school education, and lower-class boys and men were taught to cheer on the exploits of the Empire's soldiers, explorers and heroes. At the time of the height of the British Empire, the Houses of Parliament were re-built in Victorian Gothic, with decorations celebrating stories of King Arthur and his knights. The Empire was built on the construction of myths and invented traditions around events with a moral heart: the brave but foolish disaster of the 'Charge of the Light Brigade' in the Crimean War; or, as we have seen in the Monty Python spoof, the defence of Rorke's Drift against the Zulus in southern Africa (Dawson 2013; Holmes and Johnson 2012) .
In this mythic milieu the work of writers and poets such as Rudyard Kipling came to be the self-satisfied, ethical exemplar for elite white British men, and for the men of the lower classes (the 'other ranks' of the Monty Python spoof). Kipling not only spoke of the white man's burden, he also wrote the poem 'If' in 1895 with its guide to being the right kind of man, which is based on a combination of Muscular Christianity, imperialism and classical Stoicism But the Empire, like all empires, could not last (Hobsbawm, 1987) . By the end of the First World War, British imperial hegemony was in decline, being out-eclipsed by the rise of the United States of America, Nazi Germany, Japan and the Soviet Union. The Second World War broke the Empire altogether, crippling its economy and confronting the British elites with post-colonial movements abroad and a strong left-wing turn at home (Kynaston 2010). In the years that followed Britain very quickly lost its pre-eminence on the global stage, and left behind a number of post-colonial nation-states that were created following its retreat. The British Empire shrunk to a handful of tax-havens, islands in the middle of the ocean and the contested region of Northern Ireland. The Empire transformed into the Commonwealth, and an idea that the British Crown still had some symbolic power over former colonies such as Canada and Australia. At home patriotism and nationalism continued to be part of everyday popular culture, as well as elite culture (Dawson 2013) . Despite its reliance on the USA and allies in NATO, despite the reduction in the size of the military and the slow decline of industry, the post-imperial Britain of the later twentieth-century continued to assume its imperial significance. The Royal Family maintained its grip (serving as a public symbol of banal, ceremonial, de-politicized post-colonialism while simultaneously remaining at the heart of British government) and the public-school educated elites continued to keep hegemonic control of the State, the media and the top jobs in society (Colley 1992; Wellings 2002) .
At the same time that Britain was basking in this belief in its supremacy, and the strength of its hegemonically masculine white British men still fighting post-colonial conflicts in far-off places, changes were happening to British politics and society at home across the channel from Europe. Britain's post-war, post-imperial economy needed low-paid workers, and gaps in the labour market were filled by women, who had worked during the war and who continued to work and to struggle for the right to be educated and to be a part of the British public sphere. changed. Instead of telling stories about the latest exploits of the army or navy, the mythic milieu was forced to retreat to a (re)production of stories from the past (Dawson, 2013) . This happened as before on two levels. For the ruling-class boys becoming men (such as Dickinson), public schools and the cultural spaces of the Establishment -rowing clubs, gentleman's clubs, balls, grouse-shooting moors -became places where the old stories and narratives were recycled. Boys in public schools would be cloistered in gothic halls and chapels, saying prayers to the God of the Church of England and remembering the boys whose deaths in the two world wars were immortalized in cold stone. They would play team sports and learn discipline and leadership. And they would read Kipling and the other authors of Empire, alongside the Roman authors of the older empire to which the British aspired (Dawson, 2013; Kynaston, 2010; Reynolds, 2013) . to keep one's head, trust those around one and stay calm in the face of adversity, and one can make a contribution to saving the Empire. The reader of these stories of elite endeavour in war is also encouraged to normalize the notion that the officer class of the British Empire is good and moral because they are naturally superior to the other ranks and foreigners. We can imagine the young Harris reading these comics and imagining being the cheeky cockney sticking his bayonet in the belly of the Hun, even as bullets fly all around him; one can also imagine countless others who read the story of the upper-class British pilots smoking their pipes at Biggin Hill airfield before making sorties above London, taking to heart the lesson that the Empire has been made and saved by the calm and morally correct leadership of its officer class (even if this myth had no authentic basis in the reality of the twentieth century). In both of the forms of narrative in the comics, the fact of British Empire's goodness is taken without question: the British are the right side, the Germans and the enemies of the Empire are on the wrong side. These examples are both ideal types of behaviour clearly associated with the mythic milieu, the ethics of Muscular Christianity and its ancient Roman precedents. They also prefigure the themes of Iron Maiden.
Iron Maiden's Imperial British Masculinity
Iron Maiden's first two albums are products of a working-class masculinity enthused with a love of horror. On Iron Maiden (1980) there is the anthem to individualism and antiauthoritarianism 'Running Free', and the misogynistic 'Charlotte the Harlot', while on Killers 
